9 OUT OF 10 PEOPLE BREATHE AIR CONTAINING HARMFUL LEVELS OF POLLUTANTS.
WHEN ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEER MARIANTHI-ANNA KIOUMOURTZOGLOU, SCD, BEGAN HER POSTDOC IN 2013, SCIENTISTS HAD ALREADY DOCUMENTED A WIDE RANGE OF ADVERSE HEALTH OUTCOMES ASSOCIATED WITH AIR POLLUTION: CARDIOVASCULAR DISEASE, LUNG DYSFUNCTION, AND INCREASES IN OVERALL MORTALITY. EVIDENCE WAS ALSO BEGINNING TO MOUNT ON HOW AIR POLLUTION AFFECTS THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM. KIOUMOURTZOGLOU WAS FASCINATED BY THE POSSIBILITY THAT INHALED PARTICLES MIGHT DIRECTLY AFFECT BRAIN FUNCTION.

Since then, evidence for this notion has begun to add up. In March, Kioumourtzoglou—now an assistant professor of Environmental Health Sciences—published a landmark paper in the American Journal of Epidemiology demonstrating an association between long-term exposure to air pollution and the onset of depression. She also participated in a related study pinpointing a link between air pollution and anxiety symptoms.

Those studies examined tens of thousands of older women—specifically, participants in the long-running Nurses’ Health Study. Kioumourtzoglou is now expanding her scope to investigate how air pollution influences anxiety levels in children, as well as how it affects onset and progression of neurological disorders such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, also called Lou Gehrig’s disease.

It’s hard to overestimate the breadth of negative impacts that air pollution has on public health. According to the World Health Organization, 9 out of 10 people breathe air containing harmful levels of pollutants. Indeed, in urban areas of low- and middle-income countries, exposure to unhealthy levels of air pollution are well-nigh universal, says Andrea Baccarelli, MD, PhD, department chair and Leon Hess Professor of Environmental Health Sciences and director of the Columbia Mailman School’s Laboratory of Precision Environmental Biosciences. Yet even in New York City and other U.S. urban areas, variation in particulate matter levels from week to week and from neighborhood to neighborhood makes many communities subject to serious health threats with every breath.

HARD SCIENCE

It is in part precisely because the problem is so pervasive that it can be challenging to probe. Most studies focus on the overall...
level of fine particles in the air, but which types of particles are to blame for what? Does pollution do harm in specific time windows—early development, say, or in old age? And how can researchers assess impacts that might not be captured by gross measures such as doctor or hospital visits, and deaths? Kioumourtzoglou, Baccarelli, and others at the School, including health economist Matthew Niedell, PhD, and epidemiological risk modeling expert Deliang Tang, DrPH ’96, are tackling these crucial questions.

One aspect of this research explores the biological mechanisms by which air pollution confers damage. Baccarelli was among the first in the field of epidemiology to investigate its effects on the so-called epigenome—not the DNA sequence that makes up our genes, but the protein tags surrounding the DNA that determine how and when our genes are expressed. An epigenetic marker called methylation is known to decrease with age; in 2015, Baccarelli—with colleagues at Harvard University—showed that environmental pollutants accelerate epigenetic aging.

“The idea is that the epigenome is like our flight recorder,” he says. “It’s like an archive of all that we do with our bodies.” Exposure to air pollution, his team found, ratcheted up people’s “epigenetic age” by decreasing the amount of methylation. The increase is small—just 6 months older, he says—but if you think that all of us are exposed to different levels of air pollution, it’s incredible.”

Baccarelli’s research suggests that air pollution can speed cognitive aging by as many as five years, potentially contributing to the etiology of neurodegeneration. More recently, Kioumourtzoglou’s team was the first to show that long-term exposure to fine particles accelerates such neurodegenerative conditions as dementia, Alzheimer’s, and Parkinson’s. And the hazards don’t stop there: In November 2017, Lancet Planetary Health reported Baccarelli’s finding that high levels of air pollution were associated with an elevated risk of bone fractures and with lower bone density levels in adults, particularly in low-income communities where residents are often exposed to high pollution levels.

**GENETIC LEGACY**

More recently, Baccarelli’s laboratory has been exploring the link between air pollution and damage to organelles within our cells called mitochondria, which generate energy to fuel many cellular processes. These organelles have their own DNA, and accumulating data from his lab and others suggest that pollution drives mutations that accrue in mitochondrial DNA, which can be passed from pregnant mothers to their babies. Other work supports this intergenerational outcome. Tang, associate professor of Environmental Health Sciences, reported last July from a long-running study in a coal-producing region of China that infants exposed to high levels of pollution showed marked changes to their DNA.

Tang’s work has earned its place as a case study promoting policy changes to curb air pollution. But there’s also hope for interventions on an individual level, by creatively tapping into a deep well of knowledge of the science of biochemistry. In a small but tightly controlled clinical study of 10 people published last spring...
as two papers, in the journals Scientific Reports and Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, Baccarelli’s team showed that a surprising low-cost intervention—vitamin B—could ameliorate some of air pollution’s detrimental impacts on blood pressure and wipe out its interference with methylation. “Our small pilot study suggests that maybe vitamins can help to reduce the effects of air pollution,” Baccarelli explains. “The next step for us is to do a large randomized trial to test whether this could be applied on a large scale.”

INNOVATIVE APPROACHES

Beyond chronicling the vast range of health effects air pollution can have, Columbia Mailman School researchers are also building new tools to expand the breadth of the questions that epidemiologists can ask—and answer. For Kioumourtzoglou, that means finding ways to get a granular view of the many components of air pollution, as well as the interactions among chemicals within the human body and how such mixtures affect health. “What I find most challenging is how we can translate the very complex chemistry into a statistical model and make some health-related inferences about what we see,” she says.

In January, the National Institute of Environmental Health Sciences awarded Kioumourtzoglou funds to develop methods to build toxicological data into statistical models and analyze the health effects of simultaneous exposure to multiple pollutants in large, epidemiological data sets. To test-drive the tools she and her team develop, Kioumourtzoglou will study the effect of prenatal exposure to polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) on neurodevelopment, the effect of a mixture of metals on cardiovascular health, and the effect of multiple air pollutants on emergency cardiovascular admissions. “The goal is to detect common exposure patterns,” she says, “to better inform regulations and targeted interventions.”

Meanwhile, Neidell, an associate professor of Health Policy and Management, has been developing more expansive ways to gauge the fallout from air pollution, beyond what medical data contain. “We wanted to capture the more subtle changes,” he says, “where you don’t necessarily have a healthcare encounter, but you certainly do have some kind of impact on health.”

He and his colleagues investigated whether worker productivity might be sensitive to air pollution levels, as indicated by ozone and particulate matter data. “Imagine you have a perfect measure of somebody’s output in a day,” he says. “If their health is off a bit, the idea is that their productivity is going to be sensitive to that.” Indeed, whether they tracked California fruit pickers in orchards and fruit packers in factories, or urban workers at call centers in China, heightened air pollution drove a downturn in productivity. The studies are described in a January policy paper in Science.

For pickers, the effect was dramatic—when ozone levels fell by about 10 parts per billion—roughly the decrease seen in response to major policy changes—productivity jumped by 3 to 10 percent. For office workers, the effect was an order of magnitude smaller, at about 0.3 percent, but Neidell believes it is still important. “If we talk about the economy growing at 1 or 2 or 3 percent, 0.3 percent is a considerable fraction of that,” he says. “Ours is the first empirical evidence for ways that we can quantify these subtle health effects through economic impact.”
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